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Embedding Polychrony into Synchrony
Jens Brandt, Mike Gemünde, Klaus Schneider, Sandeep K. Shukla, and Jean-Pierre Talpin
Abstract—This article presents an embedding of poly-
chronous programs into synchronous ones. Due to this em-
bedding, it is not only possible to deepen the understanding of
these different models of computation but more importantly,
it is possible to transfer compilation techniques that were de-
veloped for synchronous programs to polychronous programs.
This transfer is nontrivial because the underlying paradigms
differ more than their names suggest: since synchronous
systems react deterministically to given inputs in discrete
steps, they are typically used to describe reactive systems with
a totally ordered notion of time. In contrast, polychronous
system models entail a partially ordered notion of time, and
are most suited to interface a system with an asynchronous en-
vironment by specifying input/output constraints from which
a deterministic controller may eventually be refined and
synthesized. As particular examples for the mentioned cross-
fertilization, we show how a simulator and a verification
backend for synchronous programs can be made available
to polychronous specifications, which is a first step towards
integrating heterogeneous models of computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of embedded systems is a challenging task:
For the hardware platforms, developers have to cope with
tight resource constraints, heterogeneous and application-
specific hardware architectures, and virtual prototypes, all
of which lead to many problems. On the software side, sev-
eral concurrent tasks are executed on the available hardware
with or without the help of special operating systems, some-
times statically or dynamically scheduled to the available
hardware platforms, and sometimes tightly coupled with
the hardware platforms themselves (implementing memory
barriers etc.). Finally, many non-functional aspects have
to be considered as well such as the energy consumption,
reliability and efficiency of the systems. As many embedded
systems are real-time systems, it is not sufficient to perform
the right computations; in addition, the outputs have to
appear at the right points of time to achieve the desired
functionality.
For these reasons, model-based design flows became
popular where one starts with an abstract model of the
embedded system. Many languages are discussed for such
model-based approaches, but most of them are based on
only a few models of computation. A model of compu-
tation [23], [29], [17] thereby defines when and how an
action of the system is executed, taking into account the
timeliness, the causality and the concurrency of the overall
computations. Classic models of computation are data-flow
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process networks [28], where computations can take place
as soon as sufficient input data are available, discrete-event
based systems [12], where each process is sensitive to
the occurrence of a set of given events, and synchronous
systems [2], which are triggered by a timing signal or a
clock. It is not surprising that all models of computation
have their advantages and disadvantages.
Synchronous specifications such as Esterel [5], Quartz
[39] or Lustre [19] are all based on the synchronous ab-
straction of time, which splits execution traces into typically
infinitely many discrete reaction steps: in each reaction step,
the system reads all its inputs, computes values for all of
its outputs and determines its next state. Since all variables
have unique values within one reaction step, it is often said
that computation takes zero time. This abstraction from
physical time to abstract (clocked) time guarantees many
desirable properties for the development of safety-critical
embedded systems: in particular, it enforces deterministic
concurrency, which has many advantages in system design,
e.g. avoiding Heisenbugs (i.e. bugs that disappear when one
tries to simulate/test them), predictability of real-time be-
havior, as well as provably correct-by-construction software
synthesis [42]. Furthermore, the concise formal semantics
of synchronous specifications allows one to formally reason
about program properties [41], compiler correctness [35],
[37], [38] and worst-case execution time [30], [9].
Polychronous specifications, such as Signal [26] or UML
MARTE’s CCSL standard [33], or MRICDF [24] are based
on a more elaborate time model than the synchronous
specifications: executions are not scheduled to a totally
ordered set of instants. Instead, instants of time are con-
sidered as a partially ordered set so that for certain pairs
of instants it is not specified whether the one occurs before
the other one or vice versa. This allows one to directly
express asynchronous computations which possibly need
to synchronize intermittently. For some specifications this
partial order may turn out to be a total order. In such a
case, the instants become totally ordered, and we say that
a global clock has been found.
The lack of a global clock in general, for polychronous
specifications, offers interesting features for the design of
embedded system software. First, it allows one to model
globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) sys-
tems, where components based on different clock domains
are integrated at the system level. Given the advent of multi-
core embedded processors, formal models and automated
synthesis of multi-threaded code from polychronous mod-
els is an attractive option for embedded system design-
ers. Second, polychronous specifications avoid unnecessary
synchronization in the model, thereby offering optimization
opportunities without an expensive data-flow analysis that
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is needed to reconstruct such opportunities from a synchro-
nized program. Although not supported by the current state-
of-the-art tools, polychrony gives developers the possibility
to refine the system in different ways, and compilers can
choose from different schedules for computation, according
to non-functional constraints. The implementation gov-
erned in a large part by non-functional constraints is quite
common in embedded system design. On the other hand,
polychronous specifications are often better suited than
more general models. On one extreme, untimed models lack
the notion of clocks or other forms of time at all, making
it very difficult to recognize and reorganize interrelated
fragments. On the other extreme, explicitly timed models
directly bind clocks to physical time, which does not only
make models unnecessarily concrete but generally poses the
question whether those systems can be implemented on a
given platform with the specified real-time requirements.
However, polychrony challenges its compiler, analysis
and synthesis tools in several ways, and it is not straight-
forward to provide an appropriate tool support. On the one
hand, there are issues common with synchronous specifi-
cations such as causality problems, which result from the
synchronous abstraction of time (where trigger conditions
can be modified by the action they trigger). On the other
hand, there are specific issues which are e.g. handled by
the clock calculus, which statically analyzes the different
clocks of a polychronous specification in order to check its
consistency and to generate code from it.
This article presents an embedding of polychronous spec-
ifications into synchronous programs, which is interesting
for several reasons. First, the embedding is interesting on its
own, since it allows us to better understand the relationship
between synchrony and polychrony. Second, the embedding
gives us access to the methods and tools that already exist
for synchronous specifications, especially for simulation
and verification. In contrast to state-of-the-art analysis of
polychronous specifications, where simulation is done by
execution of generated code and is therefore restricted to
compilable specifications, our approach can also handle
erroneous specifications to trace their erroneous behaviors
back to the errors in the simulation. Standard polychrony
compilers do not accept erroneous specifications for code
generation but code generation is required for simulation.
Also verification, which typically relies on sophisticated
transformations accomplished by the compiler, can be di-
rectly done with our embedding using verification methods
and tools available for synchronous programs.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: In
Section II, we first review the foundations of synchrony and
polychrony before Section III shows the first part of our
contribution, namely the embedding of the polychronous
language Signal in synchronous guarded actions. Section IV
then explains its usage for simulation, while Section V
considers verification. Finally, we conclude the article with
a short summary in Section VI.
II. FOUNDATIONS
A. Abstraction of Time
This section presents the foundations of the two models of
computation which are considered in this article, namely
synchrony and polychrony. Both share the same abstraction
of time, namely the introduction of logical time in terms
of clocks which requires that computation and commu-
nication can be performed in zero time [18], [2]. Under
this assumption, the executions of programs are divided
into a set of instants I. In each of these instants (also
called reactions or macro steps [22]), the system reads
its inputs and computes and writes its outputs. According
to this abstraction, the actions (sometimes called micro
steps) that take place within an instant (sometimes called
macro step) are not explicitly ordered. Instead, micro steps
are assumed to occur simultaneously, i.e. in the same
variable environment. Hence, variables seem to be constant
during the execution of the micro steps and only change
synchronously for macro steps. From the semantic point
of view, which postulates that a reaction is atomic, neither
communication nor computation take time. In reality, all
actions within an instant are executed according to their
data dependencies (which establishes the illusion of zero-
time computations).
Next, we list some formal definitions used in the article.
We start with the definition of an order for the set of all
possible events E , which reflect the execution of micro steps
of a program.
Definition 1 (Event Order). Let  ⊆ E×E be a preorder on
E such that for any two events e1, e2 ∈ E , we say e1  e2
iff e1 occurs before e2, or if both of them occur together. Let
≈ be the equivalence relation induced by : thus e1 ≈ e2
iff e1  e2 ∧ e2  e1. We also define a precedence relation
≺ ⊆ E×E on events such that e1 ≺ e2 iff e1  e2∧¬(e1 ≈
e2).
The order gives rise to the macro steps or instants I of an
execution.
Definition 2 (Instants). The set of instants I is the quotient
of E with respect to the equivalence relation ≈, i.e. I =
Eupslope≈, and each instant I ∈ I groups simultaneous events.
The relations  and ≺ can be naturally lifted to I, i.e. I1 ≺
I2 iff for all events in e1 ∈ I1, e2 ∈ I2 it holds that e1 ≺ e2,
and I1  I2 iff for all events in e1 ∈ I1, e2 ∈ I2 it holds
that e1  e2.
Thus, instants define a (partial) order of events. The events
can be also grouped in a different way. All actions, which
write to the same variable, describe a signal. Formally:
Definition 3 (Signals and Clocks). A signal x consists of
a totally ordered sequence of events (xt)t∈NAT, i.e. xi ≺
xi+1. For each signal x, let Instants(x) ⊆ I be the possibly
infinite set of instants at which the signal has events. This
set gives rise to the clock x̂ of a signal x, which holds in
instant I ∈ I iff I ∈ Instants(x). The signal x is present
in an instant iff x̂ holds, otherwise the signal x is absent.
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Furthermore, two signals x1 and x2 are synchronous to
each other iff Instants(x1) = Instants(x2).
These basic definitions help us to describe the founda-
tions of the considered subclasses. In the following, we
first describe single-clocked synchronous programs in Sec-
tion II-B, before the second model, namely polychronous
specifications will be introduced in Section II-C.
B. Synchrony
The synchronous model of computation [18], [2] assumes
that the executions of programs consist of totally ordered
sequences of instants I = (It)t∈NAT (with Ii ≺ Ii+1).
Due to the analogy to synchronous hardware circuits, one
often assumes a dedicated clock signal that triggers the
computation of a synchronous system (even though the
physical time required for the computations may differ from
step to step). In each of these instants, the system reads its
inputs and computes and writes its outputs. In the single-
clocked case, which we will consider in the following, all
signals have the same clock, i.e. for all signals x1, x2:
Instants(x1) = Instants(x2) = I and thereby x̂1 = x̂2.
The introduction of this logical time scale is not only
a very convenient programming model, it is also the key
to generate deterministic single-threaded code from multi-
threaded synchronous programs. Thus, synchronous pro-
grams can be directly executed on simple micro-controllers
without using complex operating systems. Another ad-
vantage is the straightforward translation of synchronous
programs to hardware circuits [3], [34].
In this article, we make use of synchronous guarded
actions [11]. This allows us to use the Averest system1 for
simulation and verification purposes. Synchronous guarded
actions are designed in the spirit of classical guarded
commands [13], [14], [25], which are a well-established
formalism for the description of concurrent systems. How-
ever, note that in contrast to many other applications
where guarded commands are used, the guarded actions
considered here follow the synchronous abstraction of time
as described above. The system is represented by a set of
synchronous guarded actions of the form 〈γ ⇒ A〉 defined
over a set of variables V . The Boolean condition γ is called
the guard and A is called the action of the guarded action.
In this article, guarded actions are either
• γ ⇒ x = τ (immediate assignment),
• γ ⇒ next(x) = τ (delayed assignment),
• γ ⇒ assume(σ) (assumption), or
• γ ⇒ assert(σ) (assertion).
Both kinds of assignments evaluate the right-hand side
expression τ in the current macro step. Immediate assign-
ments x = τ write the obtained value of τ immediately to
the variable x, whereas delayed ones next(x) = τ write
the value in the following step. If there is no action which
determines the current value of a variable x (i.e. immediate
ones of the current step and delayed ones of the previous
step), the variable x will be determined by the default
1http://www.averest.org
module Example(
nat ?i1 , ?i2 ,
nat !o1 , event nat !o2)
{
nat x = 0;
i1 > 5 => o1 = i1 + x + 1;
i1 < 5 => o1 = i1 + o2;
o1 > 10 => next(x) = i1;
o1 < 10 => next(x) = i2;
i1 > 5 => o2 = i2 + o1;
i1 < 5 => o2 = i2 + x + 1;
true => assume(i1 >0);
true => assume(i2 >0);
}
Fig. 1. Synchronous Guarded Actions
1 2 3 4 5 . . .
i1 6 5 1 5 9 . . .
i2 2 4 6 8 10 . . .
x 0 2 4 1 5 . . .
o1 7 7 12 12 15 . . .
o2 9 0 11 0 25 . . .
Fig. 2. Trace of Example in Figure 1
reaction. The default reaction generally depends on the
storage type of a variable: event variables (indicated by the
modifier event) are reset to false/zero, while (ordinary)
memorized variables keep the value from the previous step
(and get the default value in the initial step).
Immediate assignments define a causal dependency
within the instant from all the read variables (i.e. variables
occuring in the guard γ and on the right-hand side τ ) to
the written variable x. The former ones must be known
before the value of x becomes known. In contrast, delayed
assignments do not have causal dependencies within the
instant since x is written in a different instant. Assumptions
assume(σ) provide a condition σ the developer guaran-
tees, i.e. they restrict the set of states the user cares about.
In contrast, an assertion assert(σ) defines a verification
goal σ, which has to be proved. Both of them do not impose
any causal dependencies since they do not change values.
An example for a synchronous system which is described
by guarded actions is given in Figure 1. The system has the
inputs i1, i2, the outputs o1, o2, and uses the local variable
x. The guarded actions are synchronously evaluated based
on the given inputs. An example execution trace is given
in Figure 2. The evaluation order of the guarded actions is
based on the data dependencies.
In the first instant, the input i1 has the value 6 and
i2 has value 2. The local variable x is determined by
its default value 0, and output o1 is determined by the
first guarded action, while output o2 is determined by its
first guarded action which requires the value of o1. In the
second instant, the outputs o1 and o2 are determined by
their default values, which is the previous value in case of
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o1, and the default value 0 in case of o2. In the third instant,
input i1 is 1, and therefore the second guarded actions of
o1 and o2 are enabled. Thus, one first determines the value
of o2 and then the value of o1 using the current value of
o1.
C. Polychrony
In contrast to synchronous systems, polychronous specifi-
cations [16], [26] are based on a partially ordered model
of time. Partially ordered time allows one to express asyn-
chronous computations which possibly need to synchronize
intermittently. As the name suggests, polychrony makes use
of several clocks, which means that signals do not need to
be present at all instants. Since the used clocks may not
imply each other, polychronous models are not based on a
linear model of time, so that the reactions of a polychronous
system are only partially ordered. Two instants can be only
compared on the time scale if both contain events of a
shared signal x.
Another aspect of polychronous specifications is that
they are relational, rather than functional. A polychronous
behavior is not described in an operational way, but rather,
it is constrained by relational clauses. Obviously, due to the
relational approach, polychronous specifications are gener-
ally nondeterministic, when constraints do not sufficiently
specify the suited functional behavior. Even in the presence
of the same input values, various temporal alignments,
which fulfill the constraints, may lead to different output
values. In contrast, synchronous modules deterministically
react to any possible input configuration. The primary
concern of a polychronous system are the constraints to
interface the system with possibly asynchronous inputs.
This problem is solved by, first, providing the specification
of (possibly non-deterministic) input/output constraints and,
second, determining a solution by the automatic synthesis
of a controller enforcing the specified input/output timing
constraints. Hence, polychronous models may be seen as
specifications, which describe a set of acceptable imple-
mentations. There are three different types of clauses, which
restrict the overall behavior:
• equations define the values of signals in terms of each
other,
• clock constraints define the presence and absence of
signals in an instant, i.e. how signals are temporally
aligned (according to Definition 3, we denote the clock
of x by x̂, which holds if and only if x is present (i.e.
x has an event) in a given instant.), and
• causal dependencies describe the order in which the
values of the signals are determined within an instant
(x
φ−→ y means that there is a dependency from x to
y in all instants where φ holds.)
Each signal implicitly defines the dependency x̂ x̂−→ x,
i.e. the status (presence or absence) of a signal x must
be known before we can determine its value. In the same
way, operators and equations also impose clock constraints
and causal dependencies.
expression causal dependencies
x (signal) x̂ x̂−→ x
y := f(x1, . . . xn) x1
ŷ−→ y, . . . , xn ŷ−→ y
y := x $ init c
y := x1 when x2 x1
ŷ−→ y
y := x1 default x2 x1
x̂1−→ y, x2 x̂2∧¬x̂1−−−−−→ y
Fig. 3. Causal Dependencies of Signal Statements
In the following, we use Signal programs as poly-
chronous specifications, which generally consist of a com-
position of several nodes. Each node has an input interface
consisting of input signals, an output interface consisting
of output signals and several possible internal signals. Its
body is given by the composition of other nodes and/or a
set of basic equations, which can be built from one of the
following four primitive operators:
Function. A general function 〈y := f(x1, . . . , xn)〉
can have an arbitrary number of inputs x1, . . . , xn and an
arbitrary number of outputs y = (y1, . . . , ym). The output
values are determined by applying the given function to
the input values. This node requires that all inputs have
the same clock, and it produces the outputs also at the
same instant, i.e. x̂1 = . . . = x̂n = ŷ1 = . . . = ŷm.
Obviously, there are causal dependencies from the inputs
to the output of the node (each time there are values),
i.e. x1
ŷj−→ yj , . . . , xn ŷk−→ yk.
Delay. The delay operator 〈y := x $ init c〉 has
exactly one input x and one output y. Its behavior consists
of two micro steps: Each time a new incoming value arrives,
it outputs the previously stored value and stores the new
value. For the initial value, the buffer simply returns the
given value c. By definition, the input and the output have
the same clock, i.e. x̂ = ŷ. Since the output never depends
on the input of the same instant, this node does not impose
any causal dependencies.
When. The downsampling operator 〈y := x1 when x2〉
has two inputs, x1 of arbitrary type and x2 of Boolean type,
and one output y. Each time a new x1 arrives, it checks
whether there is an input at x2. If there is one and if it is
true, a new output event with the value of x1 is emitted for
y. In all other cases, i.e. if x1 or x2 is absent or x2 has the
value false, no event will be produced. Thus, we obtain the
following clock constraint ŷ = x̂1∧ x̂2∧x2. As the input is
immediately forwarded, there is a causal dependency from
x1 to y: x1
ŷ−→ y. Note that there is no dependency from
the second input x2 to the value of the output y since it
only influences its status.
Default. The merge operator 〈y := x1 default x2〉
has two inputs x1 and x2 and a single output y. Each time
an input arrives at x1, it will be forwarded to y. If there
are events present at both inputs in a particular instant, the
value of x1 will be forwarded, and the value of x2 will
be discarded. If x1 is absent, and there is only a value for
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process Counter =
(? integer n;
! integer o;)
(| c := o $ init 0
| o := n default (c−1)
| n ^= (when (c=0))
|)
where
integer c;
end;
n = [ 2, , , 1,  ]
c = [ 0, 2, 1, 0, 1 ]
o = [ 2, 1, 0, 1, 0 ]
Trace 1
n = [ 2, , 1,  ]
c = [ 0, 2, 1, 1 ]
o = [ 2, 1, 1, 0 ]
Trace 2
Fig. 4. Signal Example: Counter
x2, x2 will be forwarded. Hence, the operator always gives
priority to its first input, i.e. we have the clock constraint
ŷ = x̂1∨x̂2, and the dependencies x1 x̂1−→ y and x2 x̂2∧¬x̂1−−−−−→
y.
In addition to these basic nodes, programs may contain
additional clock constraints to restrict the behavior. For
example, clocks can be declared to be equal x̂ = ŷ,
mutually exclusive x̂ ⊕ ŷ, or a clock can be declared to
be a subclock of another one x̂ < ŷ. Figure 3 recapitulates
the dependencies of all statements, which will be needed
later in Section III-B.
The idea of Signal is illustrated with two examples. These
examples are also used in the subsequent sections. The first
example of a Signal specification is given in Figure 4. It
implements a simple counter which has one input n and one
output o. The intention of the process is that for each input
value n, the output values n, n − 1, . . . , 0 are produced.
To this end, the local signal c stores the last value of
the produced output, whereas o is produced by subtraction
of 1 from c. If a new value for the input n arrives,
the output is updated by this value. The clock constraint
n ^= (when (c = 0)) ensures that new inputs are read
when the local signal c reaches 0. Thus, the countdown is
never aborted, and the initial value for the next countdown
is guaranteed to be read in time.
On the right hand side of the figure, two sample traces
for this example are shown. In the figures,   indicates the
absence of a signal, i.e. it is not present in the instant.
The first trace is a valid one and shows the desired
behavior. First, 2 arrives as input and the output produces
the sequence of the values 2, 1, 0. After that, the local signal
c is 0 and a new input is read. The second trace is an
invalid one, because the second input value of n arrives too
early and thus, the clock constraint is not fulfilled by this
execution. Note that without the given clock constraint both
traces would be valid. However, the second one does not
comply to the given constraint (n ^= (when (c = 0))
is violated in the third step) so that only the first one is
a valid trace of the example. This example shows also the
relational character of polychronous specifications.
The second example is given in Figure 5. The example
illustrates the relational aspect of Signal processes and
shows that the clock flow does not necessarily follow the
data flow. The data dependencies of this process are drawn
in Figure 6. Consider the signal y which is produced by
process Causality =
(? integer i;
! integer o;)
(| y := (y $ init 0) + 1
| x := y default i
| o := x + y
|)
where
integer x, y;
end;
Fig. 5. Example: Causality
$
0
+1
D
+y
x
o
i
clk
Fig. 6. Data Flow of Example Causality
the buffered loop that increments the previous value. The
buffer is initialized with 0. Thus, the signal y will hold the
values 1, 2, 3, . . . , but it is not specified at which instants
the values have to be present. The input i is fed into the
default operator which is basically a merge node with
priority given to its first input. Thus, if i is present, x
is also present, but its value is still unknown, because if
also y is present, its value is used instead of the value
of i. However, since x is present, the addition node also
requires its second input to be present. Therefore, also
y must be present and the value of x will be the value
of y. To summarize, the presence of i also forces y to
be present which is against the data flow direction. The
clock information follows a path which is not given by
the data flow of the program. Even worse: we cannot
build the clock flow in a bottom-up way as we do for
the data-flow. This example illustrates the consequences of
the relational nature of Signal specifications, and also the
difficulty of describing it operationally. In a forthcoming
article, we provide a constructive semantics for polychrony,
which makes operational reasoning about Signal programs
possible, which is however beyond the scope of this article.
III. EMBEDDING POLYCHRONY
A. Mapping Polychronous Instants
Synchronous and polychronous models both partition the
execution of a program into logical instants. The compu-
tation within an instant follows the data dependencies in
the synchronous model. An embedding of polychrony into
a synchronous specification does not have to model the
data dependencies explicitly since it also orders the actions
within an instant implicitly. Instead, it lets the data flow
percolate every time at least one signal has some data (i.e. in
every instant).
However, a polychronous specification is based on a
partial order of time, whereas the instants of a synchronous
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execution are in a linear order. Therefore, a one-to-one map-
ping of logical instants is not possible. In order to capture
all different linear executions of the partially ordered model,
we introduce additional clock inputs, which choose between
different executions. Thereby, the inherent nondeterminism
(with respect to the asynchronous signal flows) is made
explicit at the interface. By setting the additional clock
inputs (according to clock constraints of the system) we
choose among the possible embeddings.
The interesting part of this nondeterministic embedding
of polychrony into synchrony is that now the synchronous
steps have barriers at the end of each logical instant. In our
embedding, no clock of S can tick more than once within
one logical synchronous instant. This gives us the power to
simulate any nondeterministic path through a system and
observe and interact with the system at these well defined
barrier points.
Thus, a simulation of S amounts to choosing a linear
sequence of logical instants from the partial order of logical
instants of S by giving the system S not only the values
of the input signals but also the presence or absence of
clocks of the signals (i.e. C ) according to the constraints
on clocks in S.
These signals C must be always given in order to make
the polychronous specification work. As the later sections
will show, there are basically two different ways to obtain
them, either by (1) a dedicated procedure, usually known
as the clock calculus, which will be used in our simulation
in Section IV or (2) general controller synthesis, which is
a generalization of the verification presented in Section V.
In contrast to simulation, for formal verification, we are
interested in the entire partial order of all the possible
instants of the system for verification. Due to modeling
the clock signals C as additional inputs, they are left open.
By automatically creating a transition system, where C is
nondeterministically chosen so that they are consistent with
the clock constraints, we can analyze all possible sequences
of logical instances respecting the partial order . Thus,
we can formally verify properties of the specification S
(invariants, causal loops etc.) as shown in Section V.
More formally, let S be a Signal specification, and let
(I,) describe all possible executions of the system spec-
ified by S. Now, for simulation, and verification purposes,
we want to embed these logical instants I into a linearly
ordered sequence of logical instants, say, (R,≤) where ≤
is a total order on R. In order to gain control over which
instant R ∈ R is selected for an I ∈ I, we add all the
clocks in the system as extra inputs. So if C is a vector
representing the clocks of all signals in the system, then
one can envision the embed function as
embed : (I,)× C → (R,≤)
Thus, our embedding maps each logical instant I ∈ I of
the polychronous model to an instant embed(I, C) ∈ R
on the synchronous one depending on the signals of the
vector C = (C1, . . . , Cn). This embedding has to meet the
following requirements:
1) The image instant of I contains at least the same
events as I: ∀e ∈ I. e ∈ embed(I).
2) The mapping preserves the partial order (I,),
i.e. ∀I1, I2 ∈ I, I1  I2. embed(I1) ≤ embed(I2).
3) The signals (Cit)t∈NAT, i = 1, . . . , n comply to the
clock constraints in S.
Independent polychronous instances I1 and I2 may be
mapped in any order (embed(I1, C) ≤ embed(I2, C), or
embed(I2, C) ≤ embed(I1, C) ) or may be even collapsed
to a single instant (embed(I1, C) = embed(I2, C)).
Our approach to map the polychronous instants is in
the spirit of previous work. For example, Milner [31],
[32] showed that asynchronous systems can be always
simulated by stuttering and silent synchronous ones. Halb-
wachs et al. [20], [21] formalized the concept of sporadic
activation and oracle-driven nondeterminism to simulate
and verify (partially) asynchronous systems by synchronous
ones. The oracle variables of their scheduler in [20],
[21] correspond to our additional inputs for the clocks.
Imperative synchronous specifications such as Esterel and
Quartz also follow this approach to support the modeling
of asynchronous concurrency [4], [7], [36].
B. Embedding Operators
Having explained the overall idea of the embedding, we
have to define the basic polychronous operators with the
help of synchronous guarded actions. Each of them is
implemented as a separate module with the same signals
at its interface as the original operator. In addition, for
each variable x, we add a clock variable clk_x to the
interface. Our interpretation is that whenever clk_x holds,
the corresponding variable x holds a valid value. Otherwise,
x may have an arbitrary value, which is never read. Thus,
the tuple (x, clk_x) encodes the value and the status of the
original Signal signal.
Our embedding has to mimic all three aspects of the Sig-
nal operators: in the synchronous implementation, values,
clocks and dependencies must be implemented according
to the semantics as described in Section II-C. If we can
achieve a one-to-one correspondence, we can relate the
definitions from both the worlds.
module Function (
event bool ?clk_o , !o,
?clk_i1, ?i1, . . . , ?clk_in, ?in,
) {
clk_o => o = f(i1, . . . , in);
assume(clk_o == clk_i1);
assume(clk_i1 == clk_i2);
. . .
assume(clk_in−1 == clk_in);
}
Function. We describe the case of single output functions
here, but this can be easily generalized for multiple output
functions. Each function operator f is translated to a
module as given above. For each input and output of the
function, an additional clock variable is added as input.
The value of output o is simply computed by applying
the function to the inputs. It is only assigned if its clock
clk_o holds. Thereby, we encode a causal dependency
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from clk_o to o in the synchronous model according to
the polychronous semantics. In addition, clock constraints
are added with the help of assume statements so that all
inputs and the output need to have the same clock. By using
assumptions, we do not introduce causal dependencies
between the inputs, which would break the correspondence
to the original semantics.
module Delay (
bool ?init
event bool ?clk_o , !o,
event bool ?clk_i , ?i
) {
bool q = init;
clk_i => next(q) = i;
clk_o => o = q;
assume(clk_o == clk_i);
}
Delay. The synchronous description of the delay operator
is similarly wrapped into a synchronous module. Again,
clock signals for the input and the output are added. The
additional input init allows one to set an initial value for
the buffer. The buffer stores the last value of the input
stream, i.e. the last value of the stream i when clk_i held,
in a local variable q that is initialized in the first step (which
is indicated by the special expression start) with the given
initial value. Then, on each occurrence of a new input value,
i.e. when clk_i holds, the content of the local variable
is copied to the output and the current value of the input
stream is stored. The assumption forces the clocks of input
and output streams to be the same.
module When (
event bool ?clk_o , !o,
event bool ?clk_i1 , ?i1,
event bool ?clk_i2 , ?i2
) {
assume(clk_o == clk_i1 & clk_i2 & i2);
clk_o => o = i1;
}
When. The embedding of the when operator copies the first
input i1 to the output o if its clock clk_o holds. This clock
variable should be true if both the first and the second inputs
are present and the second input is true. By construction,
we have the desired causal dependencies from the input
clocks (clk_i1 and clk_i2) and the value i2 to the clock
of the output clk_o.
module Default (
event bool ?clk_o , !o,
event bool ?clk_i1 , ?i1,
event bool ?clk_i2 , ?i2
) {
assume(clk_o == clk_i1 | clk_i2);
clk_o & clk_i1 => o = i1;
clk_o & clk_i2 & !clk_i1 => o = i2;
}
Default. Finally, the default operator is described by
the synchronous module as given above. The assumption
guarantees that whenever an input is present, the output will
be also present. When the clock of the first input holds, its
value is copied to the output, otherwise the second input
module Counter (
event bool ?clk_n , nat ?n,
event bool ?clk_o , nat !o,
event bool ?clk_c
) {
nat c;
// c := o $ init 0
nat q = 0;
clk_o => next(q) = o;
clk_c => c = q;
assume(clk_c == clk_o);
// o := n default (c−1)
clk_o & clk_n => o = n;
clk_o & ! clk_n & clk_c => o = c−1;
assume(clk_o == (clk_n | clk_c));
// n ^= (when (c=0))
assume(clk_n == (clk_c & (c == 0)));
}
Fig. 7. Example Counter Translated to Guarded Actions
module Causality (
event bool ?clk_i , nat ?i,
event bool ?clk_o , nat !o,
event bool ?clk_x , ?clk_y
) {
nat x, y;
// y := (y $ init 0) + 1
nat q = 0;
clk_y => next(q) = y;
clk_y => y = q + 1;
assume (clk_y == clk_y);
// x := y default i
clk_x & clk_y => x = y;
clk_x &! clk_y & clk_i => x = i;
assume(clk_x == (clk_y | clk_i));
// o := x + y
clk_o => o = x + y;
assume (clk_o == clk_x);
assume (clk_x == clk_y);
}
Fig. 8. Example Causality Translated to Guarded Actions
is copied to the output. Thus, the priority is preserved, and
the guarded actions model the causal dependencies.
A complete Signal specification can then be translated
to synchronous guarded actions by instantiating the corre-
sponding modules for the primitive operators and adding
additional clock constraints. Additional clock constraints,
which are either implicitly given by the polychronous
operators or explicitly by the programmer, are modeled
by assumptions, which constrain the valid behaviors of the
program to the cases where the clocks are related according
to the specification.
Note that in the above discussion, we use operators
with Boolean inputs and outputs, but they can be trivially
generalized to any other data types.
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The translation of the Signal example Counter from
Figure 4 to synchronous guarded actions is shown in Fig-
ure 7. The interface of the module is extended by the clock
variable clk_c of the internal signal. The translation of
the second example Causality from Figure 5 is shown in
Figure 8. Also this translation is straightforward according
to the given guarded actions of each original operator.
IV. SIMULATION
After embedding a Signal specification as presented in the
previous section, we obtain a synchronous system based
on synchronous guarded actions. As already mentioned
in Section II-B, we use the AIF format as a concrete
system representation. As this is the common intermediate
format of the Averest system, we can use all its tools, in
particular its simulator and verification procedures. In the
following Section IV-A, we first sketch its general structure
to understand its limitations and the adaptations made to
leverage its application to polychronous systems, which is
presented in Section IV-B.
A. Synchronous Systems
The simulator for synchronous guarded actions takes an AIF
system and simulates the instants, one by one: inputs are
read, the internal state and the outputs are computed and
the result is presented to the user. A detailed description is
given in Figure 9. It formalizes the operational semantics
briefly sketched in Section II-B. In the following descrip-
tion, we make use of the symbols:
• V is the set of all variables of the system, whereas A
is the set of its guarded actions.
• Eprv, Ecur, Enxt are partial variable environments. They
map each variable x of domain dom(x) to an element
of the set dom(x) ∪ {?, }2, where ? means that the
actual value of x has not yet been determined and  
means that x cannot be given a value (due to runtime-
failures like division by zero or write conflicts due
to multiple assignments). Ecur denotes the variable
values for the current macro step, Eprv for the previous
one and Enxt collects the delayed assignments for the
following one. Thereby, we use the following notations
to access the values of the environment: we write E(x)
to retrieve the current value of x in environment E , and
similarly JτKE to evaluate expression τ with respect
to the values in environment E . To set a value v for
a variable x in environment E , we use the notation
E(x) := v and we write ∅ for the empty environment,
which assigns ? to all variables.
2In publications related to synchronous causality analysis (e.g. [40]), the
symbols ⊥ and > are often used for these purposes. However, since [16]
⊥ and > represent the absence of presence of a signal in the polychronous
community, we introduce new symbols.
function SimulateGuardedActions
(1) initialization
forall x ∈ V do Ecur(x) := default(x) end
Enxt := ∅
do
(2) begin of macro-step
Eprv := Ecur
Ecur := Enxt ⊔ ReadInputs()
Enxt := ∅
(3) immediate actions and reaction to absence
do
E ′ := Ecur;
forall 〈γ ⇒ x = τ〉 do
if JγKEcur = true ∧ (JτKEcur 6= ?) then
Ecur(x) := Ecur(x) unionsq JτKEcur
forall x ∈ V do
if ∀ 〈γ ⇒ x = τ〉 . JγKEcur = false then
Ecur(x) := Eprv(x)
while Ecur 6= E ′
(4) delayed actions
forall 〈γ ⇒ next(x) = τ〉 do
if JγKEcur = true ∧ (JτKEcur 6= ?) then
Enxt(x) := JτKEcur
(5) end of macro-step
if ∃x ∈ V. Ecur(x) ∈ {?, } then Fail()
if ∃ 〈γ ⇒ assume(σ)〉 .γ ∧ ¬σ then Fail()
if ∃ 〈γ ⇒ assert(σ)〉 .γ ∧ ¬σ then Fail()
WriteOutputs(Ecur);
while true
end function
Fig. 9. Interpreting synchronous guarded actions.
• To combine two values v1, v2 or to merge two envi-
ronments E1, E2, we use the following notations:
v1 unionsq v2 :=

v1 if v2 = ?
v2 if v1 = ?
v1 if v1 = v2 otherwise
(E1
⊔ E2)(x) := E1(x) unionsq E2(x)
A synchronous system is valid, if it leads to a complete
execution by the interpreter for all possible input traces.
The particular steps of the interpreter are described in the
following:
Step (1): The initialization consists of setting the
default values for Ecur and ? for Enxt, since before the first
macro step, no delayed action can be collected.
Step (2): The following loop is iterated for each macro
step. At the beginning of a macro step, the environments are
re-initialized, where Eprv now obtains the values previously
stored in Ecur and Ecur is set to the values collected with
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delayed assignments of the previous step. Additionally, the
inputs must be read and are also assigned to the current
environment. Enxt is set to the empty environment, since
no delayed assignments are collected yet for the new macro
step.
Step (3): This loop evaluates the guarded actions and
assigns values to the variables of the current environment
Ecur. The actions are also evaluated with the current envi-
ronment and a value is set, if an immediate action fires. If a
write conflict occurs, i.e. two actions with different values
fire for the same variable, the value is set to  . If none
of the actions of a variable can be fired, i.e. the guards
of all actions possibly writing the variable are evaluated
to false, then the value from the previous step is used.
The loop determines a fixpoint of the environment, which
must be obviously reached, since all assignments to Ecur
are monotonic3 and only finitely many variables occur in a
system, the fixpoint is reached after finitely many iterations.
Note that this is different to the simulation of discrete-event
languages such as VHDL or SystemC, where the inner loop
(known as delta-cycles) may not terminate [10].
Step (4): The delayed actions are evaluated with the
previously computed environment. This is done after the
fixpoint iteration, since delayed assignments influence the
following step and do not take part in the current one. The
values evaluated for the next step are stored in Enxt.
Step (5): At the end of a step, it is possible that
some variables have either value ? or  (which indicates a
causality problem or write conflict). If this is the case, the
interpreter fails. It also fails if any activated assumption
or assertion evaluates to false. If all checks succeed, the
outputs are written to the environment and a new macro
step is started.
The fixpoint iteration in Step 3 takes care about the
simultaneous execution of guarded actions. Indeed, the
actions are not really executed in parallel, but along their
data dependencies. Therefore, the execution of an action
does not influence any already executed action and the
environment of the current macro step can be completed
in this way.
As usual, the simulation can be used to get an impression
of the specified behavior. The inputs can be given interac-
tively or at once by a testbench.
B. Polychronous Systems
In Signal, two kinds of information flows must be distin-
guished: the values of the signals and their clocks. This
separation already became apparent in the introduction of
the Signal operators in Section II-C, and it is reflected in
the synchronous embedding, which uses two variables for
each signal x: its clock clk_x and its value x. Clocks may
not be determined in the same way as the data flows, as it
had already been illustrated by the example Causality in
Figure 5. In particular, if we only consider a single function
node, we do not know which signal will become present
3We assume here the partial order where ? is less than the other values, is greater than the other values, and all other values are incomparable.
first and thereby triggers the presence of all other signals.
This is exactly the reason why the synchronous modules
in our embedding (see Section III-B) do not set clocks but
only constrain them. Thereby, we do not fix an evaluation
order but only determine the conditions which have to be
fulfilled.
However, only the actions influence the values of the
variables, the assumptions and assertions are just checked
at the end of each instant by the synchronous simulator (as
shown in the previous section). For a reasonable simulation,
we need an alternative operational description, which com-
plies to all of the given constraints. The usual way to obtain
this description is to use the Signal clock calculus [27],
[8], [15]. It primarily aims at constructively determining
normalized definitions of the clocks, i.e. it tries to create a
primitive Signal equation that binds the clock of a signal
to other clocks and values4. Naturally, some clocks of the
system cannot be bound and remain free, e.g. the clocks of
completely unrelated input signals.
Although not used in the following examples, we can
use the result of the clock calculus to build a wrapper
around the system created by our embedding. All free
clocks are simply forwarded by the wrapper, while it
hides all bound clocks from the environment. They are
converted to local variables, which are set by the definitions
determined by the clock calculus. As a result, we obtain a
synchronous system that only exposes the free clocks to
the outside, while all other ones are automatically inferred
by the system. Thereby, developers are given the maximum
degree of freedom for the simulation without the burden to
consistently set all clocks of the system in each step. For
example, in process Counter, the clock of the input signal
i can be computed accordingly to the clock constraint by
the value of n. Hence, due to the clock constraints and due
to the possible backward clock-flow, the computation is not
directly given by the operators, but the system needs to be
analyzed completely to determine the clocks. If a wrapper
can be build which sets all clocks but one (the so-called
master clock which triggers all the behavior), the whole
process is said to be endochronous [1], [27].
The classical way to simulate a Signal specification is to
synthesize code for it, i.e. generate a C program, which can
be compiled and executed. This does not only require the
clock calculus but also to schedule all the actions within
an instant according to their dependencies so that they are
executed in the right order by the C program. Programs
which do not have such an order (since they have cyclic
causal dependencies) cannot be translated to C and thus,
they cannot be executed. Since our simulation is based on
synchronous guarded actions, we do not need to statically
schedule the actions. The simulator automatically performs
this task at run-time. As a consequence, we can even
simulate causally incorrect programs or programs, which
were rejected due to the conservative checks (precise ones
would be infeasible) of the C program generation. The
4Notice that one may alternatively use controller synthesis to generate
these clock definitions so as to enforce satisfaction of all clock assumptions
inferred from the translation into guarded actions.
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1 2 3 4 5
n 2 2 2 1 1
clk_n true false false true false
c 2 1 0 1 0
clk_c true true true true true
o 0 2 1 0 1
clk_o true true true true true
Fig. 10. Simulation Trace for Example Counter
1 2 3 4 5
i 3 3 7 7 1
clk_i true false true false true
x 1 1 2 3 4
clk_x true false true true true
y 1 1 2 3 4
clk_y true false true true true
o 2 2 4 6 8
clk_o true false true true true
Fig. 11. Simulation Trace for Example Causality
simulator will run until the causal problem is noticed (when
Fail() is called in the first line of Step (5) in Figure 9)
and will then present the current situation. This greatly
improves the debugging phase since the developers can
not only see the effect, e.g. which variables could not be
determined due to cyclic dependencies, but they can also
see the situation and the path that lead to the problem.
A simulation trace for the already shown example
Counter in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 10. It illustrates
the simulation of the Trace 1 of Figure 4 where the original
Signal process has been introduced. Take care while reading
this trace, because the signals are not grouped by inputs
and outputs. The simulation of Trace 2 would lead to
an error, because in the third step, the assumption which
comes from the clock constraint of the signal process is not
fulfilled. The simulation trace also shows the characteristics
of the embedding. In the original trace, the signal n is not
present in each instant, whereas the variable n is, because
a synchronous system is considered. However, the tuple
(n, clk_n) encodes the value and the status of the original
signal and in each instants where clk_n does not hold,
the value is not of interest. Due to the definition of the
embedding, in these instances, the value from the previous
instance is kept, but it could also be any arbitrary value as
well.
A simulation trace for the second example Causality
in Figure 5 is shown in Figure 11. Note, that also the case
where i is not present but y is present can be simulated.
V. VERIFICATION
A. Synchronous Systems
The concise formal semantics of synchronous specifications
allows one to formally reason about program properties.
Due to the underlying model of computation, which syn-
chronizes concurrent computations and groups them into
instants, the state space can be kept smaller compared to
asynchronous models. This is the reason why synchronous
systems are better suited for automatic verification tech-
niques such as model checking, on which we will focus in
the following.
For model checking, the system generally needs to be
represented by a transition system. This basically consists
of a triple (S,S0, T ) with set of states S, initial states
S0 ⊆ S and a transition relation T ⊆ S × S. Each state
s is a mapping from variables V to values, i.e. s assigns
to each variable a value of its domain. As we aim for a
symbolic description, we do not enumerate S, S0 and T
explicitly but describe them by their characteristic functions
ΦS , ΦS0 and ΦT over the variables V . This representation
is used by symbolic model checking tools. 5
In the following, we show how these formulas are
generated for a given system represented by synchronous
guarded actions. Thereby, assume that we group all the
guarded actions according to the variable on the left-hand
side x so that we generally have for each variable x the
following sets of immediate and delayed actions:
(γ1,x = τ1), . . . , (γp,x = τp)
(χ1,next(x) = pi1), . . . , (χq,next(x) = piq)
Furthermore, we have a set of assumptions constraining the
system behavior:
(δ1,assume(σ1)), . . . , (δr,assume(σr))
As already noted in Section II-B, there is a default reaction,
which determines the value of a variable in the case no ac-
tion explicitly determines it: ordinary memorized variables
keep their previous value, while event variables are reset
to false or zero. In order to simplify the presentation in
the following, we assume that for each variable the default
reaction is given by two terms default0(x) and default+(x)
for the initial and all other steps. Thus, e.g. for a mem-
orized Boolean variable x, we have default0(x) = false
and default+(x) = x, and for a Boolean event variable
default0(x) = false and default+(x) = false.
Figure 12 now shows the translation of the immediate
and delayed actions writing variable x to clauses of the
characteristic functions ΦS , ΦS0 and ΦT , which describe
the symbolic transition system.
• The first part ΦS(x) constrains the set of states.
Invariantly, whenever the guard γj of an immediate
action holds, the action leads to the equation x = τj ,
which must hold in the state.
• From the set of states, the initial ones can be selected
by simply adding the default reaction of the first step
5For example, SMV can be given the transition system by INVAR (ΦS ),
INIT (ΦS0 ) and TRANS (ΦT ) formulas.
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ΦS(x) :≡
 p∧
j=1
(γj → x = τj)

ΦS0(x) :≡
 p∧
j=1
¬γj
→ x = default0(x)

ΦT (x) :≡
  q∧
j=1
(χj → next(x) = pij)
 ∧
next( p∧
j=1
¬γj) ∧
 q∧
j=1
¬χj
→ next(x) = default+(x)
 
Fig. 12. Transition System for Synchronous Guarded Actions
as done in ΦS0(x): whenever there is no action writing
x, its value is given by default0(x).
• The transition relation describes how the system
moves from one state to another. To this end, a sym-
bolic description does not only use the variables x ∈ V
but also variables next(x), x ∈ V , which refers to the
following step. With its help, we can define the clause
ΦT (x) for the transition relation. Whenever the trigger
condition χj of a delayed assignment next(x) = pij
holds, then x must have the value pij at the next point
of time (i.e. next(x)). Note that pij is evaluated with
the current variables to determine the value of x for
the next point of time. If neither a trigger condition γj
of an immediate assignment in the following step nor
a trigger condition of a delayed assignment χj in the
current step holds, then we take the value specified by
the default reaction default+(x).
Basically, this concludes the generation of the character-
istic functions. We only need to collect the clauses for
all writable variables VW and the additional assumptions,
which also constrain the sets of states. Thus, we obtain the
following final result:
ΦS =
∧
x∈VW ΦS(x) ∧
∧r
j=1(δj → σj)
ΦS0 =
∧
x∈VW ΦS0(x)
ΦT =
∧
x∈VW ΦT (x)
To illustrate the construction of the transition system,
consider the synchronous guarded actions given in Figure 1.
Applying the definitions above leads to the symbolically
described transition system shown in Figure 13. The first
four lines of ΦS come from the immediate actions of the
system, while the last one stems from the assumptions. The
behavior for o1 and o2 in the initial step is determined
by ΦS if the immediate actions fire - otherwise, they are
initialized by the default reaction as described by ΦS0 . As
x is only set by delayed actions, it is always initialized
to zero. The first two lines of the transition relation ΦT
model the default reactions for o1 and o2. If there is no
action in the following step setting the variable, o1 is kept
(memorized variable) while o2 is reset to 0 (event variable).
The last three lines of ΦT model the behavior of x: it is
ΦS = (i1 > 5→ o1 = i1 + x + 1)∧
(i1 < 5→ o1 = i1 + o2)∧
(i1 > 5→ o2 = i2 + o1)∧
(i1 < 5→ o2 = i2 + x + 1)∧
(i1 > 0) ∧ (i2 > 0)
ΦS0 = (i1 = 5→ o1 = 0)∧
(i1 = 5→ o2 = 0)∧
(x = 0)
ΦT = (next(i1 = 5)→ next(o1) = o1)∧
(next(i1 = 5)→ next(o2) = 0)∧
(o1 > 10→ next(x) = i1)∧
(o1 < 10→ next(x) = i2)∧
(o1 = 10→ next(x) = x)
Fig. 13. Transition System for Example of Figure 1
either set by one of the two delayed actions given in the
original system or by its default reaction.
When constructing the transition system as described
above, one should be aware of (1) write conflicts and (2)
cyclic causal dependencies in the original system.
Write conflicts (1) are due to several synchronous
guarded actions firing in the same step and assigning
a different value to the same variable, e.g. consider the
following two guarded actions
i > 0 => x = 1;
i < 5 => x = 2;
which lead to a contradiction if i is between 0 and 5. These
states (and thereby all paths to them) are removed from
the transition system if we apply the construction of the
previous section. Cyclic causal dependencies (2) may also
lead contradictions or to nondeterministic behavior , e.g.
true => x1 = x2;
true => x2 = x1;
which do not fix a concrete value for x1 and x2. Cyclic
causal dependencies (2) may also show no problems during
verification, e.g.
x1 => x1 = x2;
true => x2 = !x1;
which has a single consistent behavior. Although the be-
havior is well-defined in the transition system, this example
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satisfies {
observer (nat{16} last_o = 0)
{ // remember last value of o
clk_o => next(last_o) = o;
}
S1:assert A G(clk_n −> clk_o & n==o);
S2:assert A G(clk_n −> clk_o);
S3:assert A G(!clk_n −> o>= last_o);
S4:assert A G(clk_n −> (last_o ==0));
// should be false
S5:assert A G(clk_n −> o==0);
}
Fig. 14. Specifications for Example Counter
can never be turned into efficient executable code due to
the cyclic dependencies [6], [40].
Verification is still possible in the context of write con-
flicts and causal dependencies: however, these issues need
always be resolved before final code generation. Hence,
the functional behavior can be verified correctly when it is
ensured that those issues do not occur.
B. Polychronous Systems
As previously highlighted, the additional aspect we have to
consider for polychronous specifications is the treatment of
the clocks. In our original embedding of Section III-B, the
clocks are addressed by assumptions. For the simulation, we
needed to apply the clock calculus to obtain an operational
description, because the simulation needs to compute the
clocks. For the transition system, however, this is not
needed, since it is declarative and is able to consider all
possibilities. Thereby, it neglects the data dependencies: the
immediate action x=τ and the assumption assume(x==τ)
are both mapped to the same clause x = τ in the transition
system. Instead, it just collects all the clock constraints,
and thereby considers all the paths that comply to them.
Similar to the simulation, all free clock variables are
additional inputs to the system. Thus, the model checker
always verifies that a given property holds for all possible
assignments.
The Averest tools can be used for verification of Signal
processes with our translation. However, the specifications
have to be given in the synchronous world by temporal
logics. Figure 14 shows some specifications based on
an observer, which is also given in guarded actions, for
the already considered example Counter (Figure 7). The
specifications have to be placed in the file of the module to
be used. The temporal operator X considers the next instant,
but there is no means to express the next value of a stream,
i.e. the next value when its clock will hold. Therefore, the
observer is used to store the last output value of the output
o. With this value the specifications are formulated. As
expected, the specifications S1 to S4 can be verified by
using the Averest tools and SMV, whereas specification S5
can be disproved.
Finally, consider the verification of the example
Causality. Some specifications for this process are given
satisfies {
S1:assert A G(clk_i −> clk_o);
S2:assert A(
G F (clk_i | clk_o | clk_x | clk_y)
−> F (clk_o & (o == 12))
);
S3:assert A G (clk_o −> (o % 2 == 0));
}
Fig. 15. Specifications for Example Causality
in Figure 15. The specification S1 verifies the clock de-
pendency between i and o which ensures that an out-
put is produced whenever an input is given. The second
specification S2 considers traces which do not end up in
stuttering, i.e. traces where again and again at least one
clock holds. The specification ensures that on these traces
finally the value 12 is produced as output. Since the output
o is produced by y + y, it cannot have an odd number,
which is ensured with specification S3.
VI. SUMMARY
In this article, we presented an embedding of the poly-
chronous language Signal into synchronous guarded ac-
tions. While instances of time are totally ordered in
synchronous systems, they are only partially ordered in
polychronous systems. For this reason, each variable is
explicitly endowed by its clock to select one of the possible
behaviors.
The mapping of instants in our embedding helps to
get some insights about the relationship between syn-
chronous and polychronous models. It clearly shows the
asynchronous aspects of the polychronous specifications.
Furthermore, by separating the temporal part, the relational
aspects of polychronous specifications become very clear.
In addition to these theoretical insights, we also obtain
significant practical benefits. With the help of the em-
bedding, we are now able to use simulators and model
checkers of the Averest framework, which has been orig-
inally implemented for synchronous systems. Thereby, we
improve the tool support for the analysis and verification
of polychronous systems.
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